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The new Student Congress recently approved several people for the· new 
Student Association administration , which will operate S.A. next year. 
Ralph Wedgewood. who succeeds Steve Overom as S.A. president. made 
the following selections of vice presidents and other people. Ralph is a 
sophomore from Fridley. Minnesota . majoring in business administra-
tion . This year he served as S.A. 's vice president for business affairs . 
The new executive assistant for S.A. is Peter Thomas who spent much 
of his time this year lobbying in the state legislature for the interests of 
University students. Originally from St. Paul, Pete served in Vietnam 
and now makes his home in Duluth . He is a junior majoring in 
philosophy. 
Ed Wegerson , vice president for academic affairs, is a sophomore from 
Duluth majoring in political science. Ed took care of all the details of 
this Spring's elections, serving as rules and elections commissioner for 
S.A. 
Paul Bugbee, vice president for business affairs, is a freshman political 
science major from Paynesville, Minnesota . Paul is vice president of the 
freshman class and received the highest number of votes in this Spring's 
senate elections. 
Nancy Keenan will continue as S.A. travel director next year. She is a 
junior from Elk River. Minnesota and is majoring in business ad-
ministration . S.A. travel will help students plan more economical trip 
abroad. among other things. 
Anne Severson will continue as S.A.'s publicity person. This year she 
wrote the S.A. Essays and other S.A. relate.!! articles and ads. and work-
ed on S.O.S. Week publicity . She is a sophomore from St. Paul . majoring 
in Art and English . This summer she will be working with new student 
orientation. 
Thi.s week's article is concerned with final grades-when the~ fOme out, 
what they mean and what to do if you don 't agree with them. (You 
probably won 't agree with them anyway, but if they seem especially 
weird , here 's what to do.) 
First of all , we 'd like to clear up the assumption that the Record 's Office 
is just sitting on their duff while you 're impatiently waiting to check 
your final grades. Here 's the straight-forward scoop as to why it takes so 
long. The instructors have 72 hours .after an exam to get his grade report 
to the Records Office. Figuring June 15 is the last day of exams, we 
(Records) don 't even get all the grades before the 18th. By the end of 
that day, we try to ship the.grades to Mpls . where they go through the 
computer during that week. Allow a few days for shipping and a day or 
so for us to get them organized and we figure you can start picking them 
up during the last week in June (about the 27th ' or 28th) . 
IMPORTANT-grades are not mailed to you . If you won 't be around to 
pick them up, leave with us a self-addressed stamped envelope and we'll 
mail 'em to you. 
A problem you may encounter with your grades if you are taking a class 
P-N is that it will probably appear on the grade report with an A-N 
grade . DO NOT BE ALARMED!! The instructor does not know under 
which grading system you are taking the course (this is for your own 
benefit). He sends us the grade and that 's how the computer records it. 
When we mark the grades onto your transcripts , we go back and check 
your program card to see how you registered for the course and record 
the grades 'accordingly . 
What does it mean if you get an " I" in a course you are sure you have of-
ficially withdrawn from ? If you cancelled during the first 6 weeks of the 
quarter. we 'll take care of it. If you cancelled a'fter that time. you'll have 
to see the instructor about changing it. He has the authority to give you 
either a W or an N. 
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Tuesday. Jun . 5 
All Day 
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Wednesday. Jun . 
All Day 
8 a. m. 
5p.m. 
fi 
Inter Vars Christ Fellowship Adm 205 
Jazz Concert K Lounge 
Inter Vars Chr~st Fellowship SM 216 
Domestic Counselors Interviews 
SS 116 
Kirby Film Ed 90 
Military Ball K 355-357 
Elementary Ed Testing Ed 112 
SIMS Meeting K 351 
Protestant Services Bullpub 
Newman Assoc Mass Rafters 
Jerry Berquist Photo Display F Arts 
lnterVars Christ Fellowship Adm 205 
Inter Vars Christ F ellowship SM 216 
SA Student Congress K 355-357 
Outing Club Rafters 
Jerry Berquist Photo Display F Arts 
Inter Vars Christ Fellowship Adm 205 
Inter Vars Christ Fellowship SM 216 
IRHCK 351 
Chamber Choir HE 70 
Varsity Band K Ballroom 
Dental Hygiene F' Arts 
Jerry Berquist Photo Display F Arts 
Inter Vars Christ Fellowship Ad m 205 
IFC K ~C.7 
Continued on page 14 
There are numerous other problems you may encounter. A good rule to 
go by-all this can be avoided if you complete your cancel-adding dur-
ing the first 2 weeks of the quarter. We advise , if you have any questions 
after yo u pick up your grades to reread this article and THEN stop into 
the Records Office. Believe it or not-we want these to be accurate just 
as much as you do. 
Circulation Manager Leita Kryzer 
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We appreciate those who took 
time to borrow and read our 
books from the Inter Varsity 
Christian Fellowship book table . 
If you are through with the 
books . please return them to the 
CSRO office next to Kirby Desk. 
Thank you. 
~I> Stateslll3n 
A more flexible admissions policy 
for freshmen and a revision of ad-
mission policy for transfer 
students have been adopted at 
the University of Minnesota-
Duluth (UMDl. 
Both measures were approved 
Wednesday (May 23) by the 
student-faculty UMD Campus 
Assembly based on Scholastic 
Committee recommendations . 
They become effective im-
mediately. 
The new freshman policy admits 
all students whose credentials in-
dicate probable success. Students 
who rank in the upper 50 per cent 
of their high school class will be 
automatically admitted under 
this policy. 
It also provides that students who 
do not meet the first criterion 
will be admitted but required to 
undergo a Supportive Services 
program assessment prior to ad-
mission . Under the provision , 
students will be admitted on a 
first ·come basis subject to the 
number which ·the Supportive 
Services Program can serve. 
The assessment consists of 
testing and interviews that will 
allow the Supportive Services 
Program to determine a student's 
academic strengths and 
weaknesses and assist in planning 
a first year course that will be of 
·maximum benefit to the student. 
"The new freshman policy is less 
discriminatory ," according to 
UMD Admissions Coordinator 
Marjorie Austin . She said 
previous policy set different stan-
dards for commuters , residents 
of the rest of the state and special 
categories of students. 
" Another factor in the policy 
change eliminates the previous 
requirement for testing of all 
freshmen. The Admissions Office 
may, however, request test data 
from freshmen ·who rank in ' the 
lower 50% to assist in making in-
dividual decisions as to their 
probable success ." Mrs. Austin 
said. 
Revisions in the transfer student 
admissions policy more clearly 
define standards for admission to 
UMD, particularly for students 
coming from colleges that have 
gone to Jess traditional grading 
systems. Mrs. Austin said. 
The new transfer provisions are : 
1. Any student successfully 
completing 39 or more credits 
with passing grades ("D" or 
above) and a grade point average 
of "C", and who has successfully 
completed 75% or more of all 
work attempted, will be ad-
mitted . It applies to non-
residents as well as Minnesotans. 
2. Students from institutions 
that do not record grades below 
"C'' will be admitted if they were 
in good academic standing. 
3. Students from institutions 
that use only pass / no pass 
grading systems will be admitted 
if they have passed a minimum of 
75% of all work attempted . 
4. Students who do not qualify 
under these provisions will be 
considered on an individual basis . 
In these cases , high school 
records or test scores may be 
used in the decision process. 
\ 
Photo Editor Jerry Berquist photo by Fritz Basgen 
SCR U to offer findings 
As you may have read in the Statesman a group of four students from 
Students ' College traveled the Tri State Area this quarter researching 
Alternative College Level Education. We are that group. We are back. 
On Thursday Jun . 7, at 7:30 and Friday, Jun. 8, at 1:30 we will be 
presenting a multi-media seminar, followed by discussion, on our fin-
dings. This meeting will take place in Ed. 90. We hope that you are in-
terested in serious alternatives to traditional higher education. Our 
presentation will illustrate things other upper midwest colleges and un-
iversities are doing to get out of lockstep, and we hope to offer UMD 
ideas to move into the vanguard. 
We would like to see you at one of the seminars. For us, for you, and for 
UMD. <We're all in this together). 
Students' College Research Unit : 
Al Lehrke 
Kathy Bay 
Roger . Siggelkow 
Paul Roemer 
Graduating seniors or students 
leaving UMD at the end of this 
quarter who have financial 
obligations such as National 
Defense Student Loans, Universi-
ty Trust Fund Loans or others are 
reminded that they should 
arrange a repayment schedule. 
Copy Editor ~ Young 
These students are encouraged to 
contact the Student Loa-ii Collec-
tions Office, 210 Administration 
Building. The office personnel 
will arrange an appointment for a 
personal interview to provide in-
formation about repayment op-





















Oneness of God 
Oneness of Man 
Oneness of Religion 
Discussions .everyWednesday and 
and Friday at 7:30 p.m. 
1109 East Third Street 
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First hand observation in 
hospitals and area physicians' 
clinics is making classroom lear-
ning more meaningful for first-
year medical students at the 
UMD. . 
The 24 students, members of the 
first class at the UMD School of 
Medicine, are making full use of 
the excellent clinical resources 
available in the city and the sur-
rounding area , according to Dean 
Robert E. Carter. 
"The experience reinforces the 
curricular material in basic 
science courses and provides a 
uni.que opportunity to work un-
der the guidance of experienced 
family physicians ," stated Dr. 
Carter. · 
Since mid-winter, each student 
has been assigned to an area 
family practitioner. They spend 
at least two hours a week with 
the doctors making hospital 
rounds, seeing patients in the 
clinic and making house calls. 
The doctors are kept aware of the 
science material being studied 
and try to schedule experiences 
which will relate to the 
coursework. · 
Because the goal of the UMD 
program is to direct students into 
family practice-especially in 
rural areas, Carter said the close 
work with practicing physicians 
"shows the students it is a highly 
satisfying and key area of medical 
practice as well as one which can 
be done with the highest medical 
scientific standards.'' 
This year, the students are work-
ing with doctors in Duluth and 
Cloquet. Next year they will be 
assigned to physicians on the Iron 
Range, Wisconsin and areas 
south of Duluth, spending from a 
half to a whole day with the doc-
tors . 
Members of the first class range 
in age from 21 to 31 years. More 
than half are from Minnesota 
towns with populations of less 
than 12,000 and most have 
childhood experience in small 
t8wns. They were selected for the 
program according to an ad-
missions process which included 
consideration of their interests 
and potential for family practice. 
The first class was selected from 
among more than 400 applicants . 
According \_O Dr. Carter, there 
h·a ve be e n m ore th a n 800 
applications for the 24 openings 
in the second class which will 
begin study next fall . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Thomas G . Boman , UMD 
associate professor of secondary 
education, and his wife Mary 
have been named Danforth 
Associates at UMD. 
The associates program, spon-
sored by the Danforth Founda-
tion, is designed to encourage the 
humanizing of the education 
process at colleges and univer-
sities. 
The Bomans are among 179 Dan-
forth Associates announced this 
mont~ by the foundation. 
According to Robert Rankin, vice 
president of the Danforth Foun-
dation and director of the 
program , the associates are 
selected by regional and national 
committees on the basis of their 
interest in student-faculty 
relationships and scholastic 
values. 
"The program is unique in that 
the associates work directly with 
the students on a personal basis 
in an effort to improve student-
fa cul ty relationships and 
strengthen the· teaching-learning 
process," Rankin said . 
There are nearly 5,000 associates 
in all academic fields presently 
participating in the program at 
more than . 750 education in-
stitutions. Named last year as 
Danforth Associates at UMD 
were Richard Ojakangas , 
professor of geology and his wife 
Beatrice, a free-lance home 
economist. 
Boman has been a member of the 
UMD faculty since 1962, first 
teaching in the Department of 
Chemistry and now in the 
Department of Secondary Educa-
tion. He taught from 1960-62 in 
the Duluth Public Schools . 
He earned the Ph.D. degree from 
the University of Minnesota-Twin 
Cities campus , the M.A. degree 
from UMD and the B.A. degree 
· from Gustavus Adolphus College. 
~ti.fl,/~ 
Business Manager Cleo Ashworth 
Mr's. Boman has taught part-time 
at the Lake Superior Art Center 
and is currently teaching a basic 
art course at the Superior 
Technical Institute. She received 
her bachelor's degree from St. 
Cloud State College. 
The Danforth Foundation , 
created by the late Mr. and Mrs. 
William H. Danforth in 1927, 
focuses its activities in higher 
education, precollegiate educa-
tion and on urban affairs in the 
St. Louis area . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Air Ffance is making its youth 
fare the fairest of them all with the 
first bunch of package deals to be 
announced by any airline for the 
upcoming summer season. 
There are five programs in all, 
ranging from a week's worth of 
French lessons in Paris to a 
summer's motor bike rental for 
young Americans heading for 
Europe's open roads. 
The French lessons are by 
arrangement with Interlangues , a 
new audiovisual language center 
in the Latin Quarter. Courses 
range from beginners to advanced. 
They feature small classes and 
flexible schedules. Ac com -
modations with breadfast are 
part of the package. Prices range 
from $69 to $130 a ·week, depen-
ding upon amount of course 
hours and type of accom-
modations selected . 
With the Mobilease motorbike 
plan , automatic shift motorbikes 
are provided with all necessary 
insurance , taxes,. unlimited 
mileage and a full gas tank for 
rates of $220 for one month , $240 
for two months and $260 for three 
months . A returnable deposit is 
also collected. 
By adding $45 to those prices , 
campers can get a new tent, 
slee'ping bag and saddle bag 
throu~h the Mobitent plan. 
All five of the packages are 
designed to be used with the low 
youth fares to Europe for anyone 
from 12 to 23 years of age. Depar-
tures are available any day, with 
reserva tions confirmed within 
seven days of departure in each 
direction. 
F'or more info rm<Jtion on the 
special youth travel packages, see 
your local agent or contact Air 
France, Midwest Plaza Building. 
Suite 1316 , Minneapolis , Minn .. 
55402; telephone: 335-6601. 
Choose the finest -
~ Diamond Ri,.,g 
by ArtCarved 
from $125 
U.•P y nur Glas:!' Block 
Cfu1rij,e Carrl 







:\ rPrngnizPd sC'holar in the fie ld 
of urhan historv- the American 
( ' ii \' in partiC'u la r - wi ll he 
leaC'hing a course on that same 
suh.icC' t Fa ll quarter. 
Dr . Ega l f;'c ldman. professor and 
r hai rma n of the department of 
hi s t or~· ;11 the Superi or cam pus of 
lhc l! nil'ersity of Wisconsin . will 
lradc his knowledge of urban 
h i s t o r~· c1·cn-steven with Dr. 
Honald HuC' h 's know ledge of 
modern C'i\' il ization. which Hut h. 
l ' \1D professor of his tory. wi ll be 
leaC'hing at the Superior campus 
nl'X I Fa ll . 
Fcldm;in ;111 d HuC' h originalfy 
rnnc ·Pi\'!•d of the idea of an ex-
d1;1nge. whiC'h was subsequently 
Pndorscd with grea t enthusiasm 
hv their respective departments . 
Feldma n has served on the farn l-
t1· of the l lniversity of Wistonsin 
,, in C'e l!ififi . prior to whi t h he had 
taught fo r six vears at the Univer-
. sity of Texas at Arlington. · 
He h;1s published a book and 
numerous artides dealing with 
l'arious aspetls of Amerita n 
soria l and urban history. stress-
ing the economic and ethni c 
makeup of C' iti es and America ·s 
puh lic a ttitude towurd urba n 
prohlcms. 
News Editor Diane "Cub" Davis 
, ' 
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Lee Super Bags. Wide bottom. Brushed 
denim in several colors. Even Lee Jean 
Jackets in mariy styles and fabrics. "le•, 
the guys' sla~ks girls love to wear." 
"JUST RECEIVED" 
New Lee Cuffed Seersuc~er 
Plaid Baggies 
Copy Runner Dean "C.R." Habhegger 
It's a Jacket! 
It's a Backpack! 
It's th~ Original. 
~ Three-in-One . .. 
,"~'Outback" 
b_y Ron Rush Designs™ 
The newest step forward in outdoor fashion for campus wear, biking , 
hiking and camping . The backpack is large enough to hold everything 
you carry - books, lunches, fishing tackle, clothes, etc . No separate 
loose bags to mess with. Hidden inside straps hold the fully loaded 
backpack firmly and comfortably in place. When the pack is empty , it 
lies flat against the jacket for any stylish casual occasion. In addition, 
the jacket can be folded up in seconds for use as a backpack only . 
Constructed of 50% polyester, 50% cotton and has four large patch 
pockets, the OUTBACK is available in oyster white or green . l_mmediate 
delivery. Money-back guarantee. 
---------------------Cut out an d retur n 
Send check or money order for $19.95 plus $1 . 25 lor shipping and handling to Ron 
Rush Designs , 5309 Vernon Ave ., Edina , MN 55436 . 







City ____ State & Zip 
0 Oyster white 
Dareen 
_ Number of jackets 







by Dave Roper 
To look at them would scare you. 
Faces strained taut and red. 
Fingernails cemented to teeth. 
Secretly, dripping armpits. 
Watery eyes that are sunken as a 
result of sudden, unusual strain-
ing. 
And nervous, worthless dialogue ; 
''Whadayathinkyulget?'' 
"Got it all figured out; should be 
able to hold my present g.p.a. 
Even if I get a 'C', I'll still get a 
'B', and a 'B's a three. 
"Whadayathinkhilask?" 
. "I think I know. Anyway, l don't 
News Editor Jay Conradi 
have time to study everything, so 
I'll just learn that section on os-
mosis. I'm pretty sure I can get 
by with a "B" without learning 




"Boy, you better - take a cinch 
course next quarter. Grad school 
at the U of C want a 3.218616!" 
"Wow, what a bummer. First the 
Vikes lose and then I find out 
about the 3.218616. Know any 
cinch courses?" 
"Yeah, Grumblots teaches one." 
"What?" 
" It's called " The History Of 
Roman Band Instruments." 
" Does he give a lot of 'A 's?" 
"Yeah." 
'' Sounds worth taking. " 
"Yeah." 
"Let's screw this studying and 
play cards." 
"Yeah." 
So it goes. 
Art Editor Gary Eckenberg 
Sobczak: 'Untitled' yet noble 
by Chuck Cox 
" Untitled: Selected Works by 
Charles SoJ:>czak," Universe 
Wisdom Press. 100 pages. 
"what makes Charles Sobczak so 
special that I should read his 
book?" · 
All and nothing. Certainly 
Charles Sobczak is not so preten-
tious as to claim to be something 
or someone special. · 
He is a thinker, like all of us in 
this age of thinkers. Like any 
(countless) number of us, he finds 
himself in a generation which, 
like previous youthful 
generations, is lost. (To 
paraphrase Gertrude Stein.) 
Most of us balk at the brink of 
that chasm at whose bottom lies 
either despair or unbound ela-
tion, but in any case no promises. 
It is the chasm of the unknowns, 
which if we knew them (we like 
to think) would solve the problem 
of finding meaning for this life. 
But we don't know them. Charles 
Sobczak can think his way closer to · 
them than most people. He can 
express wh.at he has~pproached in 
page 6 
·metaphors and images, and often 
in very funny if cynical prose. 
That is what he offers to anyone 
who can read: the essences of his 
· various insights into life, love and 
the land. -
From his "Preface": " ... these 
poems are prayers. . 
Are appeasements to the GodS 
who otherwise so utterly 
forgot.. .they search out the 
senseless corners of this 
cosmos .... these scattered and 
~ontinued on page 1~ -
. ~..._..._..._..._..._..._..._..._..._..._..._..._..._~..._..._.,..,..,...._.,..,.~ 
I I T1 S I I · I 
!Mr .J1 s Lounge! 
I for I I Po.ng-Air Hockey I I Pool-Foosball I 
I plus I 
I OLD FIGHT FILMS I I Mon. & Tues. Spm-Spm ! 
~ Former Downtown Ba r ~ 
~ 106 E. Super ior St I 
............................................. ~ ............................................................ ~ 
Bible power 
by John Carlson 
Daniel said, "I was looking in my 
vision by night, and behold , the 
four wii:tds of heaven were stirr-
ing up the great sea. And four 
great beasts were coming up 
from the sea, different from one 
another. ... 'These great beasts, 
which are four in number, are 
four kings who will arise from the 
earth ... The fourth beast will be a 
fourth kingdom on the earth, 
which will be different from all 
the other kingdoms, and it will 
devour the whole earth and tread 
it down and crush it. "' DANIEL 
7:2-3 , 17. 23 
And he causes all, the small and 
the great, and• the rich and the 
poor, and the free men and the 
slaves, to be given a mark on 
their right hand, or on their 
forehead, and he provides that no 
one should be able to buy or to 
sell, except the one who has the 
mark, either the name of the 
beast or the number of his name. 
Revelation 13 :16-17 
" Now I have come to give you an 
understanding of what will 
happen to your people IN THE 
LATTER DAYS, for the vision 
pertains to the days yet future." 
Daniel 10:14 
The Bible is rich with detailed 
prophecies concerning both 
Israel and the Gentile nations. 
Most of these prophecies have 
been fulfilled perfectly , but 
some. such as those quoted above 
remain unfulfilled . Have the 
prophets erred? We 'll have to 
wait and see, but I don 't believe 
they have. For several prophecies 
specifically state that their fulfill-
ment will be in the closing days of 
the world system which we now 
know. Last week we considered 
one such prophecy , that of 
Israel's regathering which started 
about 25 years ago and continues 
today . But this week we shall 
consider unfulfilled prophecies 
concerning the last great Gentile 
kingdom. 
We couldn't quote all of Daniel 
here, but short passages are in-
cluded to summarize two points. 
This last Gentile kingdom will be 
truly world-wide in its dominion, 
and it will be different than any 
preceeding kingdom. The book of 
Revelation gives us further in-
sight into one of these 
differen~es. for it imijcates that 
this same kingdom will wield 
- tremendous authority by 
economic means, probably far 
more than by military means . If 
these prophets are correct, then 
in the months and years ahead we 
can anticipate the development 
of that world economic power. 
Further reading in Daniel reveals 
that this po~er will stem from 
Continued on page J:l 
Continental Ski Shop 
invites you to visit their 
all new Backpacking, 
Camping, & Tennis Store 
CAMPING 
Featuring : 
· Kelty, Jan Sport and Sierra 
Design 'Backpacks, 
Tempco and Sierra Design 
Goose Down Sleeping Bags, 
Sierra Design and Eureka 
Lightweight Nylon Tents, 
Garmont Hiking Boots, 
Mountain House Free:z:e 
Dried Foods , Optimus 
and Sigg Pack Stoves 
·.rg,-~ } TENNIS .- · ,.., • 
V Head and Wilson Racquets, 
'[.: .'-· ., Head, Court 1, Court t\j Casuals, Willson, Estevez 
~ , and Point Set Clothing, 
/ -:_, Tretorn, Head, and Wilson St.oes 
CONTINENTAL SKI SHOP :W· 
1305 EAST FIRST STREET i - -- , 
DULUTH, MINNESOTA 55805 -.:!-=- '~'
Open Mo n .- Fr i. 9:30·5:30, Sat. 9:30-5 :00 '""~ .,_ ~ 
Friday, June 1, 1973 
lRINIDAD TRIPOLI STEEL BAND 
HARKNESS BALLET 






Enioyable entertainment for the entire family 
Pr~ervntion l}nll 
brings famous, spontc;ineous New Orleans jazz to Duluth. 
Everything from blues to sunny side in a free, spirited 
and original way by talented pioneer mus icians. You'll 
l}nrkness Hnllet 
cherishes the great trad i tions of class ical ballet cont in-
ually developing the new frontiers of techniques , chore-
ography and musical composition and design . 
hear what rea I jazz is al I about ! DU~UTH AUDITORIUM, Tuesclay, February 2,, 1974 8:30 
DULUTH AUDITORIUM, Monclay, October 1, 1973 8:30 
~t .Pnul erchestrn Trinidad ~teel Hnnd offers a unique range in repertoire covering nearly 400 
years of classical and contemporary music. Each musi-
cian is soloist , small ensemble and orchestra performer 
allowing a unique versatility in concert . The nations 
only resident professi9nal chamber orchestra. 
produces fascinating and amazi ng vibrations on unusual 
instruments made from old oi l drums. Hear over 20 non 
mus ic-readers present exciting and original music from 
classics to calypso and pop. 
DULUTH AUDITORIUM, Tuesclay, November 6, 1973 8:30 DULUTH AUDITORIUM, Tues~ay, April 16, 1974 8:30 
r--~-----------------~---1 Yes, I would like to reserve tickets for the . 
· Cultural i•rowa111s 1,lay a11 i r•iportant io lc in the quality of 
: 1fe wll- i ch . tl:i~r .cili i.f:i"1 S of Vi.Ir e111;rc rcnio1·1 enjoy . The U11iversi 1y 
.. Ar-11stS. S.t:.dkS= has -.·schcch1h~cl nnother c.;xc i1i11f1 setison of conc ert s . 
iln.::t.· w1 ~.: arc-:- f~tu1~ntf ! 111 a1 Dull/th car1 plil y host to the world's 
tinl~S t· ;:)r;1)S tS :.' il .1tc1 pt!dorrm.?rs. ~ w:irmly endorse the 1873-7'1 Uni · 
versi ty · A_;t;·;· ~~&" 'Seri., ~s and ur~e your support of th is season's 
: ; ~ .- .. M.1 yor 81111 Bou 
UMD State8mail · 
1 liniv~rsity ltrtists ~ri~s 1913-1914 101 Kirby Student Center · University of Minnesota, DUl uth . Duluth , Minnesota 55812 
I := ORCHESTRA . I. !BALCONY = PAYMENT ENCLOSED 
I SAVE UP TO 37% WITH SEASON TICKETS = RENEWAL = BILL ME IN THREE INSTALLMENTS• 
I 
I DISCOUNT PRIC ES S-non c~"!:, 
I M/\IN FLOUR "'"' ••'"' H'"' AV , ,.,,,,. , l ':J !ill ]J 00 R"1\ AM ••·11 & ••11h1 15 ~ 1-' 00 
I 
R,. ,, \\' X ,.,.,,,,. , 11 J~ 11100 
R , .. , NX•1• l 1~ 1 11ht l']/5 ;>000 
R.m V DO 11100 WOO 
I 6ALCONY R,, ,,. A E n,,,.,. F K 17 7!l 70 00 LllOO Hi 00 
::: CHANGE SEATS IF POSSIBLE 
NAME------·---- TE LEPHONE- ---
ADDRESS~-------~---·- ·- ----
CITY--------· ·----~ STATE -·-. - · . ZI P 
PL EASE SEND ME-SEASON TI CKE TS At. 's -~._.·_.:._. E ACH . TOTA L s_·_ 
"INSTALLMENTS WILL BE JUNE-JULV- AUGUST 
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Music and ... 
The UMD-Community Orchestra will mix one popular tune with four 
seldom heard classical compositions for its concert at 8:15 p.m. Thurs-
day. Jun . 7. in Kirby Ballroom. 
Robert Kase. a senior from Duluth. will be featured as trumpet soloist 
in the performance of the popular tune "I've Gotta Be Me." 
The 50-piece orchestra is composed of UMD students and members of 
the Duluth community. It is directed by James R. Murphy. professor of 
music. 
Other numbers on the evening's program include "LaForza de Destino" 
overture by Verdi. "The Preludes " by Liszt. "The Walk to the Paradise 
Garden" by Delius and "Mathis der Maler" symphony by Hindemith. 
The concert is open to the public. There is no admission charge. 
More music 
Music composed expressly for 
bands will comprise the UMD 
Varsity Band concert at 8: 15 p.m. 
Tuesday, Jun. 5, in Kirby 
Ballroom. 
Under the direction of Robert 
Williams , associate professor of 
music, the 55-member group will 
perform eight numbers by Twen-
tieth Century composers. 
Also part of the concert will be 
the performance of threenumbers 
by the Varsity State Band under 
the direction of RiE:hard Carlson, 
instructor of music. The music in-
cludes " Hay Burner" by Sammy 
Nestico, "Here Come the Lions" 
by John Graas and " MacArthur 
Park" by Jimmy Webb. 
The Varsity Band will perform 
the following numbers : "Trojan 
March " by Berlioz, "Chorale and 
Alleluia" by Howard Hanson , 
"First Swedish Rhapsody" by 
· Leidzen , " Chorale and Shaker 
Dance" by Zdechlik, "Beguine 
for Band" by Osser; " Wake Me 
Up for the Great Jubilee" by 
McKay, " An Irish Rhapsody" by 
Grundman, " Preludio in D" by 
Giovannini and "The Iowa Band 
Law" by King. 
The concert is free and open to he 
public . 
Artifacts Editor Jon Spencer 
Lohoff highlights summer arts study curriculum 
Norman Luboff, internationally 
known choral conductor, will 
lead a one-week pop chorus 
workshop as the highlight of the 
fifth annual University of 
Minnesota Summer Arts Study 
Center this year. 
The three-credit workshop. 
designed for public school and 
church choral conductors, will 
meet from Jul. 9 to 13 at Quadna 
Mountain Resort , Hill City, the 
site of this year's stud}"" center. 
Seventeen other courses and 
Workshop dates. credits and costs will be : 
Early Music. Jun . 18 to 22. two credits. $60 
Photography. Jun. 18 to 22. three credits . $74 
Humanities. Jun. 18 to 22. three credits. $60 
Orff Schulwerk. Jun . 25 to 29. three credits. $60 
workshops will be offered for 
graduate and undergraduate 
t'redit in all areas of the arts dur-
ing the two-month session. All 
workshops are intended for un-
dergraduate and graduate 
students as well as those with a 
general interest in the arts . 
Technical Theatre !Costuming and Makeupl. Jun . 25 to 29. two credits . $60 
Advanced Photography. Jun. 25 to 29 . three credits. $74 
Technical Theatre iScene Design and Construction Laboratory !. Jul. 2 to 6. two cred its. $60 
Glassblowing. Jul. 2 to 14. four credits . $91 
Pop Chorus !Norman Luboffl . Jul. 9 to 13. three cred°its. $70 
Landscape Painting. Jul. 23 to 27 . three credits . $60 
Twentieth Centurv Writers. Jul. 23 to 27. four credits. $75 
Theatre. Jul. 30 t~ Aug. 3. two credits . $60 • 
Theatre I Research l. Jul. 30 to Aug. 3. two credits. $60 
Pottery. Jul 30 to Aug. 11 . four credits. $91 
Suzuki Talent Education. Aug. 6 to 10. three credits. $60 
Jazz and Twentieth Century Musical Styles. Aug . 6 to 10. three credits. $60 
Musica l Comedy. Aug. 13 to 17. two credits. $60 
Musical Theatre 1Yoice and Movement!. Aug. 13 to 17 . two credits . $60 
'Rush to Judgment': W~tergate deja vu? 
by Chuck Cox 
In light of the Watergate fiasco 
and the resultant serious dis-
creditation of our natiol}.'s highest 
law enforcement and security 
agencies, the FBI and the CIA, a 
film like "Rush to Judgment" 
takes on added significance. 
The film, which will show 
Wednesday, Jun. 6, at 8 p.m. in 
Ed 90, takes to task the Warren 
Commission's investigaton of 
John F . Kennedy's assassination. 
And justly so. 
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Lack of credibility and self-
serving governmental agencies 
did not first come in with the.Nix-
on administration. though they 
seem daily to reach new pin-
nacles with the ongoing dis-
closure of Watergate's workings. 
In fact, it is almost nine years 
since the Warren Commission 
issued its incomplete analysis of 
th Kennedy assassination. Then, 
as now, the judicial and executive 
branches , specifically Justice 
Warren's fact-finding body and 
the FBI , appear to have teamed 
up in an effort to distort or con-
University of Minnesota at Dultb 
Tweed Museum of Art 
Tuesday, June 19 
IO a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
ceal, rather than bring to light, 
extensive, substantial, and often 
conflicting evidence concerning 
the eventS of that day in Dallas. 
Continued on page 9 
Smart · new styles in diamond rings designed to please you . 
Some of the most beautiful new sty les in diamond rings have JU St arrived at 
Bagley's. New design concepts hve added a new d1mens1on to engagement 
rings. See what' s new at Bagley·s. 
315 W. Superior Street. FINE JEWELRY, CHINA , SIL VER AND GIFTS 
Friday, June 1, 1973 
:\ rcrrnt spot check of the card 
catalog. revealed well over 100 
book titles under the subject 
heading "COOKERY ". We have 
highlighted a few cookbooks 
here. but next time your thoughts 
turn to your stomach. you might 
want to browse through-the 641 's. 
THE EDIBLE WILD : 
A Complete Cookbook and Guide 
to Edible Wild Plants in Canada 
and North America. by Berndt' 
Berglund and Clare E. Bolsby. 
641.6B454 
Covers edible shoots. leaves. 
roots. nuts . seeds. fruits . tobacco 
and sugar substitutes. and 
seasonings. Recipes are given in 
two categories - " In the Bush" 
and " Home Recipes ." A good 
thing to take along on summer 
outings. 
THE SOUL FOOD 
COOKBOOK, 
by Bob Jefferies . 641.597 J381 
The author has packed this sim-
ple book with appetizing recipes 
passed on to him by his mother 
and grandmother. There are 
more than 200 soul dishes 
represented - all tasty . 
nourishing. and cheap. 
THE FRENCH CHEF 
COOKBOOK, 
by Julia Child. 641.5944 C436 
For people who have not be~n 
able to tune in for all of Julia 
Child 's television series. this is a 
com pilation of recipes taken 
from her television tapes -
numbers 14 to 134. Included with 
the recipes are explanations on 
how to manage various cooking 
techniques . 
HOME BOOK OF 
SMOKE-COOKING 
MEAT·, FISH AND 
GAME, 
by Raymond Hull and J ack 
Sleight. 641.46 Sl25 
Recipes. instructions for curing 
and seasoning. plans for building 
both low-cost and expensive 
smokers. and suggestions for 
various meats to be tried are all 
included. Instructions are clear 
and easy to follow: time required 
for cooking is not excessive. 





by Eleanor Levitt. 641.6 L579 
Ms . Levitt discusses a wide varie-
ty of preparations : baby foods . 
homemade nut and fruit cereals . 
soups . breads . candies. and 
money-saving dishes . There are 
not l' on preparation in each 
rhapter. explicit directions for the 
novice. line drawings of cooking 
utensils and food products. 
sources of mail order supply 





Bob [)\·i<lfl rnnll's on looking likl' 
c;ocl in pl'r s on In !'AT 
(; ,\Hlll':T'I' :\ ~[) rm .LY THE 
Klll. · Ih·l;m is :i. mang>· sidek iC'k 
o I B i 111" s • w h o s u r vi \'l'> l 0 
shootings. l·:l'C' n S:1111 P1~ckinµah 
\\·ouldn ·t put ;1 knife in f3ob 
Ih·l:lrl 's throat. llvlan's sound-
t r;l('k is his mrlllowest sinrl' h1• 
did :'4.\SHVIl.l.E SKY LI NE. It 
kl'l' [lS t'oming baC'k to vou. with 
su nsets on pines. ;ind all the New 
\'!PxiC':lll dusk . The skies arc tur-
quoise . and lll'lan docs his songs 
with that smooth . stead>' voire 
t h:1t is l'll'arlv Old f3oh 's. The~' re 
superb ll' moving . 
S;1111 l'erkinpah tried to merge 
Clint Eastwood's fast draw shot-
C' nH1ps with hi s own blood-
b;1tlll'd shorkcrs. using ;1 rork 
sound tor a Western . Bullets 
btirst I hrough r hcsts C\'Cr>· tin' 
seronds. There is a s~·mpbonic 
eleganre during it all . al times it's 
C'l.OCKWOHK ORANGE. 
.James Corburn is the sheriff. Pat 
Garrl' lt . Corburn looks mean . 
ornerl' and low down . He spends 
time in brothels and bars. while 
stalking the kid . Corburn·s done 
l!\i LIKE FUNT. Ol!R MAN 
FLINT and THE PHES!Df<~NT'S 
:\ NA I.YST 
Ilea! h is the opponen t or both 
(;a rrett and f3illv I Kristofferson 1. 
Thr\· dr ink :Irle! whore with 2 bit 
mex il':111 hookers. slugging it 
down. till it looks like Ull'>' onll' 
got ;1 lrw da>·s left . 
'Rush to Judgment' C'ontinul'd trom pagl' 8 
So what? we say. Well . it's simp-
ly this. as the film ·s title con-
firms : the "injury" was Jack 
Kennedy's death. but the " in-
sult" was that Jack Ruby was 
allowed to deprive Lee Harvey 
Oswald of his right to due process. 
Moreover. had Oswald lived. the 
film asserts. subsequent in-
vestigative procedures would 
hal'l' adjudged him guilty with on-
h· slight!\· morl' formalitv and 
,,;,,ith equal injustice. · 
In America. a man is innocent un-
til proven guilty. It is ironic that 
in Emile de Antonio's film . 
"Rush to Judgment ." based on 
Mark Lane 's book by the same ti-
t l c. Lee H a rv e~· Os wald 's 
culpabi lity is forced to yield 
before what is more than just "a 
l r1d1·1"• la111I :ill , uhj1·1 ·h . 11b_,, anti tHJ\t•J , J;i,lt'r '. 
I 11 1111 ,;uuJ, 11 1 lupi n ;1\" :dl a hlt· n 1th111 IX hour' ol 
111 ;11lt11 '..,'. 
-( 11 111pl t·h· \I 1th hihllo~ r :iph\ ;LJtd l1111!11 u1t·, 
-l.11111 .... 1 l 'rn ·1·, :in· Cl \H \ ' Tl<l<ll .
1 
:- 1<\.ll :-i l .!ltl lnl' CJ lll" lalt' ' l th•,n 1ptn 1· \l ;1il -ltnln 
I ;11 a lc111u1· Hll h l 'o, l:n.! t' ·l' :nd llrd1·r Form ' luu : · 
I 
( 'l, LLE<i I .\TE ll ESE.\ lt( ' ll ; 
- (il 'll>E 
l '.\ . l:H h St. Bldg. Hm illfi 
l'hila .. l'a. 1!11117 
!IOT-Ll'.\E i:!liil :ifi:l-:li:iX 
UMD Statesman 
reasonable doubt. .. while the 




·BILLY THE KID 
R Tim l's i: l :i-9 : !;-, 
Also 
"Bill~· Jack" 
The film 's showing will be spon-
sored by Acme Film Society and 
will be admission free . 
"Fiddler 
on the 
Roof" I GI 
Tonitl' a.t X:lllJ p.111 . 
Skyline Drive-In 
. -
A rn!l~!'tion of photographs by Jerry Berquist. Photo Editor for t'1P 
1972-7'.l lTMD Statesman will be shown during daylight hours on Monday. 
.Junr 4 through Friday. June 9. in the Fine Arts Lounge in l lMD's 
Kirbv Studrnt Center. The showing is free and open to the publir . 
............................................................... 
TIH' .audicn!'c shut s up and sits in 
sill'nrl' _ :'-io poprorn is munched. 
:\o on!' breathes . Two gun men 
sta lk earh othl' r. in th e Final Act: 
l'rrkinpa h is good a t buildi l'Jg in 
climaxes _ ;1s in GETAWAY and 
STHA \\' DOCS Hl' keeps it on 
thl' brink . cliff-hanging . 
Fri~ay June 1st 
Thru Thurs. June 7th 
Sadistiralh'. flill\' rnldl\' murders . 
in I urn g~'IS laid out : ])~· I a n r is 
spared. and made to stand in :1 
('Cl!'nl'r and rl':1d out loud . whirh 
sl'h oft hi s raunrhy. rrisp \'oicc _ 
l'l'rki np:ih knows what 11('\' do-
ing . usi ng dusk in th l' hill s. 
lonl'SO!lH' ('CIWbO\'S and ])>·Ian _ 
AND 






























one-acts, June 6, 7, 8, 9 
Cast of THE INFORMER. by 
Bertolt Brecht. 
The cast of FEIFFER 'S 
PEOPLE, by Jules Feiffer. 
Cast of THE FIREBUGS, by Max 
Frisch. 
.. f ; ~.:·; ~ ''. :·::: 
Cast of '/:1 WAGONS FULL OF 
COTTEN, · by Tennessee 
Williams: . 
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THE INFORMER is actually 
part of a full length play entitled 
THE PRIVATE LIFE OF THE 
MASTER RACE. It deals with 
aspects of the German people 
during the Nazi rise to power. 
The cast includes Eric Bodin as 
the husband. Marsha Solheim as 
the wi.fe. Dale Ninman as the son. 
and Jaci Coursolle as the maid . It 
is diected by Vicki " Max " 
Brenner. 
On Jun. 8 ·and 9 cast members 
Tom Leht and Chris Wriegard 
will perform a comedy entitled 
FEIFFl':I-{'s PEOPLE. The olay 
is a co llection of character 
sketches and short scenes written 
by Jules Feiffer. Themes of the 
sketches range from a man who 
finds himslef on the moon. to that 
cloaked crusader of justice, 
Superman . FEIFFER ' S 
PEOPLE will surely be an even-
ing of grings and belly-laughs. 
The director is Mark Ethier. 
THE FIREBUGS, an absurdist 
play by Max Frisch, might be 
described as a play of intellectual 
fantasy . airing contemporary 
problems in a vein of disillusion-
ed tragicomedy. In being a sar-
donic commentary on a contem-
porary political phenomenon, it 
tells the cautionary tale of a 
highly respectable bourgeoise, 
Herr Biedermann, portrayed by 
Nick Burger, a manufacturer of 
hair lotion. Frau Biedermann , a 
high-strung housewife, is pla.yed 
by Laura Barker. The two 
firebugs who tell Herr Bieder-
mann that they are going to burn 
down his house which Beider-
mann won't believe, are por-
trayed by Ron ~otz and Doug 
Loveid. Also in the cast are Suann 
Hibbs and Paula Rasmussen . 
THE FIREBUGS is directed by 
Marvin Lahti. 
27 WAGONS FULL 0 COTTON -
a hot drama involving two vital 
days in the lives of a farmer, Jake 
Meighan (Gary Rowland) , his 
wife Flora (Roxanne Patton), and 
the owner of Uie Syndicate Plan-
tation , Silva. Vicarro (Gary 
Markwardt) . The action takes 
place as a product of a fire, 
somewhere in the cotton fields. of 
Mississippi, and reveals to us a 
striking and passionate set of 
characters; their obvious 
differences as well as likenesses. 
These intense character studies 
combine with southern flavor and · 
fervor lo form an intriguing 
- whole - created by the master of 
Tennessee .Willia~. 
The students in this Spring's ad-
vanced stage direction class will 
culminate their work with nine 
onl'-<t('ls . to be produ('ed on the 
nights of Jun. 6,7,8, and 9. All 
work on the shows will proceed 
under the design and direction oT 
the students themselves. The bill-
ing on Jun. 6 and 7 will include 
THE INFORMER , THE 
FIREBUGS, ANOTHER WAY 
OUT. and NEXT ; on the 8 and 9. 
TWENTY-SEVEN WAGONS 
FULL OF COTTON. THIS 
PROPERTY IS CONDEMNED. 
THE CASE OF CRUSHED 
PETUNIAS, THE MIRACLE OF 
THE BLIND MAN AND THE 
CRIPPLE . and FEIFFER ·s 
PEOPLE. The shows will be 
produced in the Studio Theatre in 
. Old Main at 8: 15. 
Cast of THIS PROPERTY IS 
CONDEMNED, l>y Tennessee 
·Williams. 
Willie is a lonely girl, and Tom 
just happens to be a handy listener 
in Tennessee Williams ' play THIS 
PROPERTY IS CONDEMNED. 
Their conversatioh takes place on 
a railroad track under the milky 
sky. The cast is made up of two 
characters, Willie, played by Jean 
Sassor, and Tom, played by Dale 
Ninniann . It is directed by 
Kathleen Weber. 
THE CASE OF THE CRUSHED 
PETUNIAS, by Tennessee 
Williams. is the sotry of a lady 
closed inside herself until she 
becomes liberated by Life . Incor-
porated. It is a transformation on 
stage before your very eyes. 
Directed by Cindi Strand, the cast 
includes Jodi Wentz. Jon Klasen, 
Mark Lewis. and Jaci Coursolle. 
Twenty minutes of light humor 
combined with a lot of good 
thoughts . 
THE MIRACLE OF THE BLIND 
MAN AND THE CRIPPLE, was 
written by Andrieu de la Vigne in 
1496. The play is a parody of 
medieval miracle plays. It tells 
the story of how two beggars, a 
blind man . played by Ted 
McKnight, and a cripple, played 
by C. T. Oakes. meet and deter-
mine what is the best means of 
existence for men with physical 
infirmities such as theirs . The 
play is directed by Patsy Vork. 
Living together publically 
without benefit of clergy was 
quite a novel experience in the 
'20's. It could only happen in New 
York's Greenwich Village, in a 
community of artists and intellec-
tuals . ANOTHER WAY OUT, by 
Lawrence Langner, explores 
some of the unexpected dif-
ficulties of a couple who take this 
course. Margret Marshall and 
Pomeroy Pendleton, played by 
Monica Lane and John Widen, 
~are the roommates . Thir cozy life 
becomes complicated by the 
Baroness de Meauville and 
Charlie P. K. Fenton, played by 
Judy Ilse and Larry Rudolph , and 
a middle-aged maid Mrs. Abbey, 
played by Marlene Doig. 
ANOTHER WAY OUT, directed 
by Ken Jacobson , is a comical 
statement on the "Institution" of 
marriage. 
NEXT, a hilarious play by 
Terrence McNally, explores the 
question of Everyman vs . The 
System. Marion Cheever, played 
by Fred Mackaman, is a 40-year-
old assistant manager of a Fine 
Arts Theatre who has been called 
up for military service. A bizarre 
predicament ensues as Marion is 
confronted by stone-faced Sgt. 
Thech, played by Lynn Fair- · 
banks, a brutal woman induction 
examiner . Marion tries 
desperately to fail every test he is 
given, but is frustrated by Sgt. 
Thech's clever scrutiny. NEXT is 
directed by Howie Bishop. 
Cast of THE. CASE OF 
CRUSHED PETUNIAS by 
Tennessee Williams. 
The cast of THE MIRACLE OF 
THE BLIND MAN AND THE 
CRIPPLE by · Andriou de la 
Vigne. 
The cast of ANOTHER WAY 
OUT, by Lawrence Langner. 
The cast of NEXT; by Terrence 
Mc Nally. 
Friday. June 1. 1973 
• 
t 
"Dear Nigger ..... " 
THIS YEAR'S TRACK AND FIELD BULLDOGS are, from left: Row 1---
Scott Keenan, Warr~n Burman, Paul Provance, Rick Kucinski, Pat 
Folman, Jon Tucker, Jim Nowak, Mike Parenteau Dale Kusnierek . 
Row 2---Coach Eleaoor Rynda, Tom Radke, Jorma Rahkola, Jim Moes, 
Captain Ken Hanson, Mark Kennedy Mike "Leroy" Staum, Chuck 
Peterson, and Ken Gilbertson. 1'"""'111· t ' \l1>:\1•11s Sl'n•n· 
Roger Hendrickson . . -~ .. · .. ~ 
By Larry Anderson 
Imagine that you are 39 years old, 
a father of four, and a veteran in 
your chosen profession for nearly 
two decades. Add to that the fact 
. that you are rapidly approaching 
the point at which you will es-
tablish an all-time record for 
achievement in that occupation, 
which is very large in the public 
eye. You fame is well deserved; 
you receive more than 2,000 
letters per week in fan mail. Nice 
pictui;e,huh? Well, not com-
pletely .. . 
Henry Aaron is the person 
described above. He is a 
professional outfielder with the 
Atlanta Braves, and he is current-
ly closing in on Babe Ruth's all-
time major league record of 714 
career home runs. Aaron has, as 
of last week. 684-31 short of 
baseball immortality. In this 
current season he has alieady ac-
cumulated 11, which leads the 
majors. -
But the thrill of expectation and 
the willful determination of the 
Braves' star are not the only 
emotional elements in the situa-
tion. There is an unhappy side, 
. too. Apparently some people do 
not like the idea of a black man 
breaking Babe Ruth's record, and · 
they are communicating that feel-
ing through the mail. Many 
letters now begin with "Dear 
Nigger. .. " and, as this week 's 
Sports Illustrated says, proceed 
to "go downhill from there." 
The great baseball player, the 
father , the soft-spoken man 
Henry Aaron fears for his life 
every time he steps into a game. 
He worries about his children's 
future every time he walks down 
the street. He has seen other 
prominent Americans murdered 
more than once in the last 
decade. He has worked nearly an 
entire career to achieve his 
current status of what is known in 
the sporting world as a 
"superstar", and now he must 
contend with the ominous 
realities of what we all know as 
racism. 
America the beautiful. America 
the free. America, the home of 
Henry Aaron 's problem. And it 
would be probably more than 
safe to say, the home of the black 
man's problem. It is ridiculous. 
How can it be that we have our 
governmental leaders on the one 
hand, spewing out their political 
rhetoric about never having it so 
good, while on he other hand (the 
always present hand), there are 
men like Henry Aaron who are 
denied peace of mind because of 
the color of their skin? 
We in America have a peculiar 
. t~ndency to sound most op-
tJm1stJc when things are at their 
worst; we give tribute to our 
great freedoms when they are 
farther from us than ever. I for 
one sincerely hope Henry Aaron 
not only surpasses Babe Ruth's 
record. but also lives to savor his 
accomplishments. 
For if we can·t have our total 
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By Judy Cavanaugh 
and Susanna Frenkel 
The Nu clear Family 1 Part III 
The fa mily. at the expense of 
human lives crushes the potential 
of its members in some area and 
limits it in many more. The fa mi-
ly system is damaging to men and 
mon• so for women and C' hildren. 
For example. men are in most 
cases. responsible all their lives 
not just themselves. but also for 
others in the family . If a man has 
interests in an area such as pain-
ting . writing or philosophizing. 
that monitarily may not be suf-
ficient to support a fa mily. he 
may be deprieved of the possibili-
ty of hav ing a woman and 
children to live with . Prior to 
this. harmful to society as well as 
the individual man . th e constant 
social expectation that a man 
must become a life-long wage 
ea rner keeps men from forming a 
non-1irofit ;H ti l'i tl' in th l' first 
place . . 
However. if groups of people. 
larger than the nuclear fa milv. 
li ved together .' fewer peopie 
could work full ti me or many 
people could work part time to 
provide fo r the community. In 
this situation more people could 
. h;:1·t· mon• fr ee tinll' to do useful 
things that are nonprofit--stud1· 
teach. grow up . sculpt . play . As 
the family now stands in a 
C'a pitalist societv . fhat has no 
suc h arra nge ments . we are 
deprieved of cultural activitv that 
cannot produce a profit. 
As fa r as the status women. 
famili es are both ca use and 
effect. The di vis ion of labor in a 
nuclea r fa mily is a result of 
wo men's low sta tus . and also 
helps to perpetuate it. In a 
ca pit a li s t soc ie ty it see ms 
reaso na ble th at th e famil v 
member that ea rns the money 
should ta ke on the largest share· 
of decision making power. 
'Vlany couples begin with expec-
tations about eq uality between 
husband and wife. But the fact 
the husband is the sole or chief 
hn •;1dwinner nwkl's th;1t l'qua lit~· 
diffi cult or impossible. This is 
oft c•n tinws true ' simpll· lwC'a use 
many of the key decisions within 
fam i.li es are taken without know-
ing it. For example. A family 
moves where the man's job takes 
it. As the wife becomes busier 
with cooking . cleaning. diapers 
and the children. she becomes 
less interesting and important in 
the eyes of her husband . A typical 
middle class e~mple is that of a 
college student deeply interested 
in philosophy or English history. 
who ten vears later believes 
herself. and is believed by others . 
to be uninterested or incapable of 
any serious intellectual endeavor . 
\Vomen in famili es are trained to 
sPe themsl'11·es primarilv as 
mothers and p'rod urers'. not as 
l'njovers of sex : while women 
outside fami li es are pressured to 
se<' themselves primarily as sex 
objects in order to ca tch a man 
and enter a familv and " relax " 
into motherhood . Even the fa mi -
lv sturcture limi ts the alter-
natives of most women even 
lwfnrc• I ht•1· m;11T1'. Th i' fP; I!' of not 
findin g a inate. translated as the 
necess it y of be in g a lw ays 
desirable. conditions a woman's 
whole world from the age of 
puberty. if not earlier. We have 
a lways been taught to be 
beautiful. avoid competing with 
men and above all. not to appear 
too aggressive. Women who have 
attempt ed to fi ght the family 's 
, ,•xu ;il rc ·pr<'ss1"11 In· l'i tl H' r hc• in !! 
promisruous or el'en bv remain-
ing relibate. are identified as the 
" loose wom;.rn ... th l' " tease " or 
the prudish spinster. The fact is 
that th ere is no acceptable way 
for a woman to have a sex life 
after age 25 except in marriage. 
and that to choose not to have a 
sex life is to rondemn oneself to 
not havi ng a satisfying social life . 
Within marriage . the famil y 
system in the past has associated 
women with their reprod uctive 
fun ction by implying that sex is 
in ev it <ib ly co nn ected with 
reproduction and that biologica l 
motherhood is inevitable con-
nected with the responsibility 
for raising the child. If women 
are to be freed from the specia l 
burdens of child-raising. we will 
have to see that no woman is 
denied any opportunity open to 
a nyone else in th e soc iety 
because of special responsibilities 
to children. This will mean that 
instead of demanding employers 
Hamilton Beach 
to make women 's jobs compati-
hlc with their child-care respon-
sihilities . we need to start think-
ing of demanding that men's jobs 
be made C'ompatible with their 
ass uming a full half of all respon-
sibiliti es for r hildren . I3ut a child 
- raisi ng system based on the 
nu clear family supplemented by 
rhild care centers. is not good 
•'no ugll hl'c;1usc• it is not l!ood for 
children. Children need much 
more than babysitting. They need 
;1 grc•;1t clc>;il of Ion• ;in cl att ('n ti on 
from a small number of people 
who are especially devoted and 
rommitted to just a few children. 
The nuclear family provides this. 
but it is damaging to children in 
other ways . Families have op-
pressed children by making them 
private property . Most children 
today are raised in an atmosphere 
of possessiveness . riva lry among 
c·hilclrPn for the loH' of two parents. 
and the sense that they must earn 
that love by behaving and achiev-
ing well. The fact that parental 
love is often confused wth paren-
tal ownership shows how much 
love itself has become a com-
modity somehting to be owned 
or possesse d . Love is not 
ownership. Property in human 
beings is slavery. Therefore it 
Sl'l'ms that th e li beration of 
children could not occur until the 
liberation of adults made them 
no longer need to use children as 
the carriers of their own hopes 
and dreams. 
Famili es can only disappear 
when the needs it fu lfi lls can be 
met in other ways . in a society 
where individuals can have the 
freedom to develop their poten-
tial without the exploitation of 
others . 
In c·onclusion ..... by Charles Sobczak 
I suppose it always gets down to 
this. I end up walking into the 
Statesman Office with two 
Universe Wisdom Lectures and 
find out there's only one issue 
left. Looking them over. trying to 
decide which one should con-
clude the series. I discover that 
they' re both Lecture No . 7. It all 
means something. but I'll be 
damned if I could figure out 
what. 
So I give up on the notion of 
finishing this year off correctly 
and decide instead to write an In 
Conclusion. But there is nothing 
to conclude. Claude Sandhi is 
away studying Tibetan farming 
methods. Morton Gniess is busily 
dec iphering the language of 
clouds. The sun is out. though 
that bl'ing inronsl'qul'ntial to the 
theme of this essay. and it'! be a ' 
nice day if it doesn't rain . 
Yl's tl'rday my broth er and I took 
a canoe down the Cloquet river . 
We came to a rapids . Beside the 
river was a sign marked Danger 
Rapids . portage 300 yards. We 
neglected the sign and went 
through the rapids . The funniest 
part of the event was knowing 
that there was no way in hell we 
could 've made it through those 
rapids . The ri ver was two feet 
high from las t weeks rain and the 
water before us roared in a foa m-
ing white madness . Even before 
we pushed off. iny brother noted 
that the first thing we'd do when 
we hit the water was gasp. We 
gasped. The canoe filled with 
wa ter and the three of us. my 
brother. the canoe and I all 
casually rolled and rumbled 
down the remainder of the fas t 
wa ter. I started laughing. 
That's what this conclusion is I 
suppose. a laughter. What we did 
yesterday I can only view as a 
microcasm of the human mentali-
ty. The trail is1constantly marked 
with relatively simple portages 
and our choice is constantly at 
one with the Universe. Take the 
silly way, right down through the 
canyon and over the fa lls. What 
else is left for a self respecting 
person to do but laugh. 
Since we 've started thinking 
about the future. it has always 
looked the same to us. more 
white water ahead and the boat 
already half full of water. Who 's 
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steering I kept shouting over to 
my brother. Nobody. he replied. 
So that's what it gets down to. 
chaos . We impose various orders 
upon the random behavior or the 
cosmos . Viewed from Outer 
Space . our antics at forming some 
sort of logical scheme out of this 
mess must be very funny .· -The 
problem being is that we have 
this habit of making rules. Every 
so many centuries of develop-
ment we set up another Bible of 
dogma to fo llow. be it Science or 
till' tl'aching of Don .Juan . Wl' 
refuse to acknowledge the excep-
tions. even when they poke us in 
tne eye. 
Universe Wisdom presses for a 
floating state of definitions. 
Leave every theory open for 
etc. ·s. Leave every bathroom 
door unlocked. 
It gets down to the simple rea lity 
of seeing that whatever you view 
as right 'is quite naturally viewed 
JS wrong by the person sitting 
hl's ide you. Whether he's sitting 
there directly or somehwere in 
lower Mongolia. It's all the same. 
I '011tin11l'cl 1111 pagl' I:! 
Summer Employment Opportunity 
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The attached should stimulate students who have a concern about the 
environment. For yfars I have heard students request a say in their own 
Jives. study. and out-look while they go to school. As you know students 
have some say in University government. We recognize that they may 
want to explore possibilities for changing the world our present and past 
generations gave to them. Before change can take place one must know 
what is going' on in the present. I believe this is why the National Science 
Foundation started the Student-Originated-Studies !SOSl. Students have 
a golden opportunity to take part in this form of learning. Students will 
respond to their own desire to learn . 
By calculation. one can see that from last years figures one out of every 
fi~e groups of students were successful in getting a_ grant. This is very 
good considering all things and the cut back of federal funds. If any stu-
dent or group of students are interested. Mr. Fluegel and Dr. Kotar in 
the Biology department have details . 
Students should be made aware that the environmental research need 
not be of biological impact. The research can be from chemistry. 
sociological. economic. and geographic concerns. 
Sincerely 
W. Fluegel 
700 College Students to Conduct" 
Independent Environmental 
Research 
More than 700 college students 
will receive support to conduct 
independent research on en-
vironmental or other societal 
problems this summer. the 
National Science Foundation 
tNSFl announced. 
To support the research. NSF 
grants totaling over $1 million-
were awarded to 73 colleges and 
universities in 44 states. The 
-·awards support 79 student-
initiated. student-planned. and 
student-directed research pro-
jects aimed at exploring some of 
the pressing problems of our con-
try . The grants were awarded un-
der NSF 's Student-Originated 
Studies tSOSJ program. 
The SOS program is designed to 
encourage students to express in 
creative ways their concern for 
society and .the environment. The 
program provides support for 
groups ·of 5 to 12 students who 
demonstrate ability to assume in-
creased responsibility for their 
educational development as they 
made an interdisciplinary attack 
on either a single problem or a 
group of reluted problems of 
societal concern . The success of 
these relatively independent stu-
dent efforts often encourages 
college faculties to put increased 
emphasis upon student respon-
sibility in the institutions' regular 
instructional programs. 
Each project is conducted under 
the leadership of a student who 
serves as the director. Students. 
mainly undergraduates . devote 
full time to the studies. which last 
from 10 to 12 weeks. A stipend 
not exceeding $80 per week is 
awarded by NSF for each partici-
pant. 
College students submitted 395 
proposals to NSF last fall. re-
questing $5.6 million for the 1973 
projects . To help evaluate the 
proposa ls . the Foundation invited 
11 college undergraduates. most 
of whom were student project 
directors during 1972. to serve 
along with university faculty on 
review panels. 
While a fac ulty adv isor is 
associated with each student 
resea rch group . NSF insists that 
the rea l initiative and respon-
sibility rest with the students. 
Dear Editor : 
Momentum is gaining for changing the UMD calender to start classes in 
early September 1974 and end in middle of May 1975. 
The Biology Department is on record as opposing the change for the 
following reasons . and urges support. 
Living systems have a calendar all their own and will not change to suit 
one printed by man. Several of our spring courses would be seriously 
weakened because the courses depend upon the emergence of in-
vertebrates. growth of various plants . and the migration of birds and 
fish . To suggest th1t we "innovate our courses" to meet the proposed 
new calendar reflects ignorance of what nature provides in its natural 
laboratory. It would be impossible !n.ot impractical. but impossible! to 
teach some of these courses as they now exist to the many students 
tplant taxonomy. ornithology. ichthyology and invertebrate zoology in 
particular! who have relied upon them for years . Without live material 
from natural sources these spring laboratory courses would be 
meaningless. 
Other schools such as Purdue and Arkansas which are on such a shifted 
ca lendar ei ther had to reduce their biology programs or offer less than 
idea l material. ' 
We have examined the consequences of shifting some of the spring 
courses to the fall. We already have certain courses well adapted to the 
fall situation when certain animals are most readily accessible with our 
present calendar. The spring situation is not the same as the fall: nature 
does not work this way. 
From a teaching schedule view this shift would be putting an undue 
burden upon certain instructors or force certain sequence type of 
courses out of balance. 
To suggest shifting some biology courses to the summer goes counter to 
all previous attempts to do so. The clientele is not the same and the 
trend is for students not to go to summer school. 
Other consequences to the department would be the reduction of the 
herbarium and the use of preserved specimens. We wish to use live 
materials. not preserved ones. How late did spring come this year? We 
cannot be assured each year but with the present calendar we just about 
make it. 
These are some of our objections directly related to our function here at 
UMD. 
May we briefly point out one aspect about jobs. Summer employment 
generally starts at the end of May or mid-June and lasts almost to the 
end of Suptember. Would a student want to quit a job early to go to 
school? Would an employer want to hire a student if he or she had to 
quit early? 
Implications are that school would start right on the first of September. 
Should a "get ready" time period be set back to Aug. 15. this would hurt 
more student jobs than allowing for a Jun . 1 job start. Best work time in 
our area is in Aug. and Sept. 
We sincerelv wish to have all those who are pushing for the calendar 
shift to consider what they are doing . ls crippling one department's ef-
forts worth the shitP What advantage does it serve? If we operated in a 
different climatic zone. a zone in which nature could be geared to man ·s 
calender perhaps we could and would entertain the experiment. 
Sincerely. Members of 
the Biology Department Frank 
Bible power 
('ontinued from page ti 
the former Roman .Empire (note 
its geography carefully), and that 
it will consist of ten nations when 
the world dictator-to-be first 
looms on the scene. 
Keep your eyes open for these 
things. These and other events 
and situations are described by 
Jesus as birth pangs. They are 
telling us something. We need to 
be alerted. Women cannot ignore 
birth pangs when they come, 
neither can the world ; for an im-
portant moment is approaching. 
When you see the love of many 
grow cold because of lawlessness, 
when you see a flood of new 
religions (and ultimately a world 
church) , when Israel is a green 
land again instead of a parched 
desert. and when a world govern-
ment is in view, shall we at that 
time ignore these signs? Is the 
Bible bluffing? It says, "When 
these things come to pass, look 
up ... " (Luke ·21 : 28) for Jesus is 
coming back very soon. Or will 
these things ever come to pass? 
Watch for them. And remember, 
Jesus said, " the Scripture cannot 
be broken. " (John 10:35 
In conclusion ..... 
{'ontinucd from page 12 
there are no unalterable concepts 
of existence. Reality is always 
subject to change. 
So in conclusion I'd like rather to 
make no conclusions at all. I'll 
leave them up to those of you 
who still think such things are 
possible. Who still want some 
sort of definitive answer, as if 
time were a thing you could stick 
your finger on and say, see, I got 
it. It gets to be a question of 
security. of needing to know all of · 
life's secrets in order to cope 
effectively with them. That's 
hardly possible or necessary. Life 
shall go on regardless and in that 
process shall change it's course 
continually . in any manner it 
chooses. It's a strange trip. this 
process of living. Curious. Uncer-
tain and exceedingly humorous . 
'n stein 
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Continued from page 6 
collected visions I now leave unto 
themselves ." 
On life rfrom " Ohio" ): 
" .. . This life we are leading, yes, 
both you and I Ohio , it is 
hysterical / It is a mad joke 
played on the belly of the earth ." 
And from "Because Love Can-
not" : " .. . life ... so torn and en-
tangled like / an impossible 
labyrinth/ where all strings are 
tied / together at the end." 
This same poem explains the 
duality of the nature of love in a 
very appealing metaphor. set 
against the backdrop of a hostile 
universe whose ''stars become 
naked teeth/ in the barren mouth 
of the sky." Our knowledge of the 
purpose of life and our externally 
imposed limitations suggest to 
Sobczak the island of " ... Crete 
where there is no exit . No waxen 
wings of friendship,/ no hercules . 
no saviors. / Just these crooked 
screaming paths tha t/we 
walk,/walk,/walk like crippled 
bulls ... / dragging ourselves 
abou t berause .. ·· 
Love. on the one hand . can 
make of us " impossible angels in 
the darkness. " but " there is still a 
space between us / that our 
bodies / ca nnot gap .. . / that is 
loves lame bull. " 
With all this sober and somber 
reflection goi ng on, it is no 
wonder that a sort of dual nature 
manifests itself in Sobczak's per-
sonality and writing . What we 
have just seen is Charles Sobczak. 
There is also Charlie. 
Charlie is a witty fellow and 
speaks mostly in prose, as op-
posed to Charles Sobczak who 
favors verse forms. Charles Sobc-
zak stands reverently (for the 
most part) in awe of the 
Universe. Charlie prefers terra 
firma and local color. 
Take for example, his obser-
vations on "Green Bay, Wiscon-
sin": " I said that there were 
children born here whose heads 
somewha t resembled footba lls. 
Brian laughed and added that the 
men in Green Bay had balls that 
were shaped like pigskins." 
Or stand irreverently . with 
Charlie "At the Grand Canyon" : 
" But no, it was only a great big 
gully. A sacred post card gully . 
We stood there watching it for 10 
minutes and it never did a thing ... 
" ... the look on (the tourists ') 
faces as our echoing · obscenities 
returned again and again in haun-
ting regularity. Fuck, fuck, fuck 
rumbling through this red, white, 
and blue trench for a full five 
minutes." 
Whichever personality you may 
prefer, as they have here been 
briefly sketched, you can ex-
amine it in closer detail in "Un-
t i tied . " The variety of 
Charles/ Charlie Sobczak-like 
vegetable chow mein, like the 
changing of Minnesota seasons , 
like the patient register at Moose 
Lake hospital-will not disap-
point you . 
page 14 
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!J Managing Editor Chuck Cox 
You can 
screw up 4 years 
in 45 minutes. 
Mostly because there 's a lot of smoke to 
get through before a job intervi ewer 
knows how good you are . Which co ul d 
let a bad interview cost you a job you 've 
worked years to qualify for. 
Th at 's why we ' re offering the pictured 
interviewi ng tips. (You probably haven't 
gotten them from anyone else .) Yet , we 
don 't stop there. Over the years a lot of 
opportunity rich companies have grown 
to trust our judgement in job candidates . 
Th at's why we list over 500 new jobs each 
month . More than 80% fee paid by the 
employer. (We can keep you from ever 
having to pay a fee . Just ask .) 
Genera l Faculty Meeting LS 175 
1. Rel ax . Th e more confidence you show, 
the better they'll l ike you . 
2. Companies hire people who are genuine· 
ly intereste d in the job . Don ·t be aloof. 
3. If you think the company 's a rip-off, thank 
them and leave. Otherwise , look for the good 
points and be posi tive. 
4. Find oul what you need for an interview 
and have it ready. Resume , transcript , and 
all . 
6 . Lea d the interview whenever you cin with 
questions. A se lf·starler who knows where 
he 's going gets the job . 
5. Don 't tell them you want to be presi dent 
nex t year. They've been trying for years. And 
you ' ll look unreal ist ic . 
.~ .. , 
7. A lor of ·people will disqualify you just 
from a bad first impression . Look like the 
job you' re after. 
And we 've grown to know their hiring 
people as well . So we can warn you not 
to slur your words with the first guy. And 
when you get past him, give no. 2 a firm 
handshake and let on how you like to 
innovate. 
We've accumulated much of this 
helpful knowledge by having been in 
your position ourselves. Every one of 
Gradu ate 's counselors is just that. 
All the way up to MBA's. 
Now you could wait until graduation, then 
chase a lot of help wanted ads. But we 
think your kind of person might want the 
jump on all the other applicants_ So write, 
call or come in to any of our three offices. 
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Friday, June 1, 1973 
by Nick Acropolis 
.. .. . For the week of June 1 thru June 7th. 1973. As of Friday. June 1st. 
· the sun will be transiting the second 10 degrees. or Libra decanate. of 
the sign of Gemini. Also. at that time, the moon will be into Gemini. On 
Sunday. the 3rd. Mercury enters Cancer at 11 :44 p.m. On Tuesday. the 
5th . Venus also enters Cancer and at 2:21 p.m. as of.this reading. I'm an 
ex-astrology-writer. 
ARIES t March 20-April 20) Go to parties and beginnings and winning in 
games. Tension and hyperactivity may screw you up on the 1st. 2nd. 4th. 
and 6th . however. and you should keep a low profile on those days. Get 
together with a Scorpio to maintain balance with things. This might be a 
really good chance to satisfy you. 
TAURUS tApril 21-May 20) Venus is pleasantly-beneficial on the 1st thru 
2nd and 4th of June for creative activities and relationships with the op-
posite sex. On the 3rd and 5th avoid careless moves. especially if they in-
volve Sagittarians. The position of Mars in Pisces for the next three 
weeks can motivate powerful social advances. 
GEMINI tMay 21-June 201 The 2nd. 4th. and 6th are going to be ex-
cellent days for communicative efforts and educational experiences. The 
rest of your week may be more mediochre. but not necessarily adverse. 
This week you will most likely get it on with the Leo of"your dreams if 
you appear at the correct place at the proper time. 
CANCER tJune 21-July 21) When the moon enters your sign at 6:21 a.m. 
June 2nd. this action could uncover a chain reaction series of benevolent 
events that will continue until about June 5th. There may be some bad · 
vibes here and there. but call upon a Capricorn native from your social 
structure for positive encouragement. 
LEO tJuly 22-August 21) June 2nd. 3rd. and 5th willperfect days for im-
pressing others wj.th your abilities and for feeling 
healthier-than-usual. On June 4th. the moon enters your sign at 6:49 
a.m .. in this case. dulling your sun 's rays . so watch it on that day. Link 
up with an energetic Aries and watch things happen. 
VIRGO t August 22-September22l Mercurian aspects indicate excep-
tionally good fortune on June 1st. 2nd . 4th. and 6th .. ... so make the most 
of evervthing on those days. You will especially shine in the near future 
if you· take advantage of good vibrations now. Another Virgo may be in-
directly affected. 
LIBRA tSeptember 23-0ctober 22) Your ruling planet of Venus adds a 
pleasant touch on the 1st. 2nd. and 4th of June. These dates are good for 
sociability and romance. etc .. but you must show some serious caution. 
especially if you let yourself to get too close to certain Pisces people. 
SCORPIO tOctober 23-November 20) Your involvement with the wrong 
kind of people could really be harmful to you on June 2nd. 5th. and 
some time in between . You probably won't have much good luck this 
week. especially if Aries individuals are included . You'd do best to stick 
to Libm types . 
SAGITTARIUS tNovember 21-December 22) Optimism and good finan-
cial success will be in your week ahead. particularly on the 1st. and 4th . 
however the opposite will most likely occur on June 3rd and 5th if you 
don 't use your utmost powers of concentration. You could probably 
really score at this time with a Taurean . 
CAPRICORN tDecember 23-January 19) You will have to use good 
judgement on the latter part of June. 1st and all of June 4th in physical 
matters . Saturnian good aspects will help you organize things better 
after then. that is. if you ·re still in one piece. Aquarians give you good 
ideas about that time. 
AQUARIUS l"January. 20-February 181 You'll be highly charged one or 
two times this week. falling on the Isl and 5th. but you might have a 
tenden('v to lose some control on June 2nd thru 3rd. and the 6th. Get 
close to.'othcr air-signs. typically and specifica lly Geminis. 
PISCES 1Februarv 19-Marrh 191 You might ha ve a tendency to be co n-
fused on the :l rd a·nd tith of Jun e. You probably won 't make a whole lot 
of profound pronouncements this week. but it might be a good time to 
stretch ou t and relax with another water-sign. notab ly born under 
Cancer. 
Nick "Last Call" Acropolis 
UMD Statesman 
IN Tl/IS W£€K'S CHAf>TER OF 
iJ1mUJJ!A @I rt/Rlffflilg 
hnn.ies, Jp I 
IY/CK. !ICROPOL/S, WfLL AT7-&WT 
To FINALLJ €ET To THF 
potN{. /ltJP Tift CONC l UStoN, 
OF IS llJPICko~ Slo!ey ... 
I I. HAV T SA/ DJou,11 ltLltEAIJI 
f]!i) /IFTO! THUF ARE" 0
No floST!i.E TA~GE'Ts; 
LEFT To Sl{OOT A71 tlo1ASON 
~ITCHES Tiff: CU/'J .AND 
/)~/V£5 oFF Wt711 Tf/£ 
su~p~r;/N,LI;/ CALM (;°l~L •.• 
~s W£ LErT OTF, /11ASON 
flllS JUS?; BEE/I/ E/lfTT(Ci) 
INTO 6£TT/Nb INTO 77i€ 
CONl,/£~71/flE ~F .A !;jOW.lf, 
WO/VIANJ ST/LL UNKNoWN To 
US {Alf.~N'T Mo~or "THESE. c~. 
To MAk'Cll c;;urcK' (,~WA!f, .. 
The new (and last) 
SOUPTOWN SHORTS 
Mr. Pete "s East. soon to be railed .. Kool Note Inc·· 
This wrek. in the \'erv las t issue of the STATESMAN of the year. I am 
going to do a storv on. an ex tremely reputable place in east Superior. To 
get there. vou ha\'e to take the hv.'Y. 2 5:l t'loverleaf off the high bridge 
;me! go parallel to the lake until you see a SPUR. GASOLINE station on 
the right side. At this point. you take a right turn and then go one block 
and turn left. You ('an sec it from here. 
If rnu hit it on a week-end night vou might have a bit of trouble finding a 
st.;1t unless rnu come ear l1·. There 's t<1ble-space near the front door and 
alon'g three. sides. A sm;;ll danre floor is in about the center of the 
building. whi('h I hear is going to be expa nded in the near future into the 
1-;1('ant lot ('Onstruction on one side. Also . a package store is expected to 
he completed during the summer months and will be located in the lot 
at the rear of the present strncture. In about twenty days or so. " Kool 
Note . Inc .·· will be able to hold some 250 people. so says Joe Whitley. 
the ('harismatic owner and manager . This energetic young man has 
t<lk('n OH'r the business from the vacuum ca used by the absence of 
··st;ish ... the gro up that was here last year. and plans to add other bands 
that will ca ter to the 25 and over crowd . and other people that seek out a 
rel;1xed atmospher~ to en.joy themselves . 
Between !1 :00 and 2:00. the present group is called "Smokkin". and will 
h(• playing here indefinately . Jazz . Rock ·n· Roll. and some top 40 
sounds . Also featured is Maggie Carson and a foxy brunette singer by the 
nanw of Kristy Katzelle . A Leo-type incidently. 
Although Mr . Pete·s East or " Kook Note Inc ... is a bit out-of-the-way for 
vou souptown fans . it"s definately worth the trip over the bridge. and 1s 
~·ell on its way to becoming one of the more popular bars in the area. 
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Indeed. yes. man is a glorious animal' He has raised 
himself from the deepest depths of primate thought to 
his present level of intellectual superiority. simply on 
the thrust of his fragile mind. God Himself. as one of 
our more popular religions states. came to earth in the 
form of a man: from this example and many others . 
man has learned to use his formidable power to 
dominate the earth. 
And where was woman. while all this splendor was 
taking place? She was tagging along: washing dishes : 
ironing: satisfying great and respected men the world 
over. Thank God for the resourcefulness of men and 
. thank men for tolerating the weaknesses of the "se-
cond sex. 
Now that we 've got your attention. here's the 
pitch ... .. Firstly. inane comments like those above are 
unfortunately common in our society. People believe 
that stuff. And. secondly. in the -currents of our 
educational mainstream today are concerned women 
who would like to combat such ridiculous rumors . 
Thirdly . unlike the dumb men who resort to violence 
to gain influence. they are very wisely choosing educa-
tion as their sword. The classroom is becoming. with 
the help of women. the latest battlefield in the sex 
wars . 
It's happening in universities all over the country: 
some of the larger and more broad-minded have com-
plete programs on the place of women in our world to-
day. And now even UMD is getting the hint. And it's 
about time. 
The problem is obvious: women have been forced by 
their social environment to identify with men and 
with the achievements (and failures) of men. This is 
not natural. We are all human beings. and we all 
deserve the chance to take pride in ourselves . as well 
as in each other. Women have the right to know and 
understand their role as humans. same· as men . . But 
many do not. 
They are told instead of their role as women ..... and 
they arc told by the men . Such an illogical procedure 
will lead . undoubtedly . to the befuddling of the 
female mind: in many cases this is already true . But 
remember at which point the procedure began. The 
butler did it: not the maid . 
So UMD has· some women students who are concern-
ed about these things . They want to initiate women·s 
programs into the normal curriculum for next year's 
classes. so t_hat women at UMD can listen and learn 
about their good points for once. Such a development 
in our programs would he greatly beneficial to both 
women and men. as it would clearly lead to a better 
understanding of-the more motherly sex. 
And guys. think how wonderful life would ·be if you 
could understand the women. ... . · 
Editor-in-chief Larry E. Anderson 
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'' I~e decided lo come c.\ean on 
Waier~ate 1 ~o I've a-r\'\e~~ed 
m~~e\f' ana. ~l'anted me 
E~eculive Clemenc.~ ~ '' · 
• 
!)~\..,~ 
To Chuc'k.\t. t 
'LhQEnd. 
111 s;1\· predselv what I think often enough. most people are like I\' to un -
derst<J nd what I rnea n ... Some are likel:-1 to disbelieve me simpf\· because 
1 he\' do not helie\·e that I ca n be that honest. Honestv to 111~m is a fain· 
1ail; But should I pass tlwm by" No I'll wait until ;inoiher tirnl· :ind the;1 
lt•ll thl'm \1·hat I think again . 111 rontinue to do this . I will be understood 
111 1 lw t'tHI : understanding l;Ptween us all shall hP the fin ;Jl focal pnint .. 
.\lt·lwlwl is poison for sonH' a nd nwcliC'ine for others. The differen!'e lies 
in wlwtht•r or not one likl's to drink alont.'. .. 
l't•opit' arl' ;li\1-; 1\·s lt•sting pt•ople: so if I sa\· I ran do something I hart 
IH'tlt'r IH' ;1hl1.• lo do it . Tlwre are ;ilwavs skeptirs. who helie\'c li fe's 
_, trength is in bluffing : tht•\"ll do their !Jest to pron' me wrong If I 
!'!'strict 1m· spt'l'l'h lt1 \\'hat I know is true. the skepl irs who push em-
b;1 rr;1sS1)1l'llt 11·ill ulti111a t1.• h· he the l'lllbarrassed ... 
l'h,·sil'; li ;1ttraC" ti\'!'ll!'SS t·;1n ht' a C" ursf.' rather th;in a blt'ssing. :\ot 
bt'l'; 1us1.• it brings onL' to th e attention of others. hut rather h1.•1.-;1use it 
!t•mls to hrini,! onl' s i1tt l'ntion lo tlwmse lf .. 
. \laugh d1>l'S 1101 alwa\'s mean happ,·: a tea r docs not alwa~'S mean sad . 
" :\o" !'an nwan " Yl's .. and " \la~· he " C"an rncan " >iercr"'. So \\'hat ran I 
do to find tht• trnth '.' On_I\' town rn:-· head and ask ag<iin ... 
Th!' 1w11pit' who say t ht' 111ost are like I~ · to do the least. If I listen while I 
1york . l .1111 likel\· to fini sh ;1 head of the talkers. I will hea r . they will not. 
I will work . tht•\· will talk . :\nd when the job is done . they will rnntinue 
to t;lik . ;1hou1 how qui!'k!y I managed to finish ... 
To ;1sk a motorist 't\'IH> is driYing alone for a ride to school is to help 
a\'Oid tht• wast ing of gasoline: hut to the motorist it is more often than 
not ;1 wast!' of l'ffort to step on the brake ... 
It is h!'st to al'! rather than to react. If I m<ike a mo\'e to my own accord . 
1 hen I ha\'t' onl\' to expert a reaction from those who see me . If I wait for 
t lwst• whom I st'!' to 1110\'l'. then they will. a lwavs be deriding which 
[!;11nt• W!' should pla\' . It is best for me to decide for myself .. . 
l'l'oplt• ;1r!'. funn\' wlwn the:-· stand under their morning showers and 
lhl'n sprn11 for !Ire hus t<~ a\'Oid the rain . people are st range when th e\' 
"a ll dogs dumb ;mi111als and then forget their fril•ml 's name. Pl'opll• art' 
-;a d wh!'n t ht•\· rnugh ;di _the wa\· to the C"iga re tte nwdline .. 
T11 Ii \'\' ;w('()nling to how other 1wople think is to lose Ill\' st•lf-L•steem : 
hut Ii> i·11·l' \\'ilhout ro111pass ion for other people's fePlings is to li\'l' 
11·11 hrn1l l'! 'S ll!'t'l for 1m·self. To folio\\' the judgement of someom' else is 
10 ;dlm1· thPm to lt•ad Ill\' \l'<J\' : hut to Ii \'!~ a life without the aid of ad1·iC'e 
is likt·h· to lw \'t•n· diffiC"ull. 
To ll!' in the• puhlir l'\'t' is to risk losing m~· true se lf. For by some of m\· 
11·ords so 111t• pt'oplt• will judge all of me: and I in my nai\·e te will listen to 
l hem. Tht·rl'for1.· I 111ust C'hoose m1· words !'arefullv. so that people l'an 
understand 111e : understanding between us all must be the final focal 
point. 
Friday, June 1, 1973 
